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The unknown fact about chameleon! Screenshot_20180120-170436~2. 

png(https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmaS76xeZgHRHA9YVg7ZWagyC8ZDSYC5hMQV99kM2QhFDY/Screen

shot_20180120-170436~2. png)Before making thorough research about this 

little creature called **chameleon**, I have always known this colorful lizard 

as been able to adapt to its environment in term of changing color exactly 

the way it environment is, but I was wrong. I know there are lot of people like

me who have might have been getting the expression wrong also that ***to 

be chameleon like means someone who is capable of adapting, and easily 

blend easily with it environment***.  By the time you might have finish 

reading this article you will have been able to find out things you have 

actually been getting all wrong about chameleon and other things you never 

knew about chameleon. To start with there are of different species which are

been distinguished based on their zygodactylous feet, tongues, swaying gait 

and their brow and snout 1(https://en. m. 

wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon). The chameleon is capable of rotating his two

eyes independently in a  360 direction that is it can rotate the eye by the left

alone in a 360 direction without any influence on the right is this not 

amazing from this creature. Most chameleon are currently known as not be 

poisonous but they can bite as a means of defense anytime they are 

frightened 2(https://www. 

cuteness. com/article/do-chameleons-bite). As there are some species of 

chameleon that are aggressive in nature, of which they show by hissing any 

time they feel uncomfortable. As most there ways to calm a 
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chameleon(http://animals. mom. me/calm-chameleon-hissing-11294. html) 

any time they are hissing as a result of stress and their environment 

temperature. 

Unlike other lizard chameleon feet look much quiet different, as the five toes 

on a chameleon are distinguished  into two fascicles. The toes in each 

fascicles are bound into a flattened group of either two or three, which make 

each foot in a tongue like. 

https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmY4uuUgg56Y9VKB1DQpE2x3ubatbDB4DFeuY9E72VRk13/Screensho

t_20180120-164551~2. png the feet of a chameleon showing sharp claw 

You might be wondering how chameleon manage to climb trees branches 

with these kind of toes and grouped feet, the misery not yet revealed is that 

each toes is equipped a very sharp claw of which make it to climb and 

gripped firmly at any tree, of which make it quiet comfortable. Though 

chameleon don’t have any ears but can still detect sound frequencies 

ranging from 200 – 600 Hz 3(https://en. 

m. wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon). The question you might want to ask is 

how do they feed or run away from any predator  when they don’t have 

ears ?. 

As mentioned before chameleon have a good eye sight which can move in a 

360 direction 
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Screenshot_20180120-180923~4. png(https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmTPMPVvrKbYWCYMUKgTUFjRpvDVk2RznNGUZeXHBEAy1N/Screens

hot_20180120-180923~4. png image of a chameleon eyes capable of rotating in 360 

degree 

independently of which make it quiet possible to look at different object at 

the same time. Therefore they are able to see their prey at 5-10meter 

distance away from them. As all chameleons are known to feed mostly on 

insect as their prey of which they capture by projecting their tongue that is 

known to be usually to be one to two times the length of their bodies( their 

length excluding the tail)Believe it or not as colorful as this wonderful 

creature is you will not like to look at the tongue, which is quiet, disgusting. 

https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmYjg5yZCoTMnJsVmjAwNtot9epUvwWtZgduymzVG2B7Hy/220px-

Chameleons_Tongue. GIF a chameleon trying to capture it’s prey by ballistically projecting 

it’s tongue 

Having known about all the body part it is time to unveil the little secret 

behind the chameleon change in skin color. Scientist thought that chameleon

changed color by spreading out pigments in their in their skin just the way 

aquatic creature like the octopus and squid do. But that is not all, it is just a 

process that lead to the change. ***Michel Milinkovitch an evolutionary 

geneticst and biophysicist at the Department of Genetics and Evolution at 

The University of Geneva and a team of researchers*** make it clear enough

that chameleon actually change color using a crystalline structure beneath 
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their top skin layer that is the epidemics layer of their skin. They proceed 

further by saying that just beneath chameleon skin layer there are cells 

known as **iridophores**. 

https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmebnG967qB4axtAYG2WjUNSLag7kLHgNXZ9kJUnmn1Jf1/

Screenshot_20180120-162312~2. png (Michel Milinkovitch)Each of these points of light

is an array of crystals. When the distance between them changes, they reflect a different 

wavelength of ligh. The result is a dramatic shift in color 

These particular cells contain a microscopic salt crystals that are absorbable 

when light heat those microscopic salt crystals which lead to creation of the 

generic color on chameleon skin. https://www. 

youtube. com/watch? v= Kp9W-_W8rCM#action= shareSince chameleon 

don’t have ears there means of communication is through a change in color 

of their skin. As the male will change color to warn other male of a territory, 

while the female usually change color as a way of communicating to the 

male if she is interested in breeding, these actually happen to be their 

primary reason for changing color. When a chameleon feels relaxed without 

any form of stressed is when they usually displayed the green color found on

their skin.***Scientist are still making more reseach to explain more on the 

reason why chameleon have a constant change in the color of their skin of 

which has been leading to more and more research carried out every day on 

this creatures. 
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***Thank you all for reading i hope you have actually learn something new 

today have a wonderful time on steemit. For further reading below is the 

references sources use for the compilation of this articles.#### References:

1(https://en. m. wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon) – 2(https://www. cuteness. 

com/article/do-chameleons-bite) – 3(http://animals. mom. me/calm-

chameleon-hissing-11294. html) – 4(https://www. google. com/search? q= 

chameleon+feet= ucweb-b= sb= ivn= lnms= isch= X= 

0ahUKEwicuuue8ebYAhVGSBQKHd7_DM4Q_AUICSgB= 360= 518#imgrc= 

isBkyJkmk5vltM:= y) – 5(https://en. m. wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon) – 

6(http://www. jstor. org/stable/pdf/20021878. pdf? refreqid= excelsior

%3Ab2d3359ccc26be5b61a50d97a6d4abce)7(http://blogs. 

discovermagazine. com/science-sushi/2015/03/13/new-technicolor-dream-

material-mimics-chameleon-skin/)8(https://www. smithsonianmag. 

com/smart-news/we-finally-know-how-chameleons-change-their-color-

180954527/)9(https://www. livescience. com/50096-chameleons-color-

change. html)10(http://www. chameleonsaspets. com/chameleon-

facts/)11(http://www. chameleonsaspets. com/chameleon-facts/)#### 

Image Sources: 1(https://www. google. com/search? q= chameleon+feet= 

ucweb-b= sb= ivn= lnms= isch= X= 

0ahUKEwicuuue8ebYAhVGSBQKHd7_DM4Q_AUICSgB= 360= 518#imgrc= 

mOifhK1oukgRTM:= y) – 2(https://en. m. wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon#) – 

3(https://en. m. wikipedia. org/wiki/Chameleon) – 4(https://www. google. 

com/search? q= chameleon+eyes= ucweb-b= sb= ivn= lnms= isch= X= 

0ahUKEwinsuWqgefYAhVKPBQKHTgoDrkQ_AUICSgB= 360= 518#imgrc= 

FVWoCrF_q7KmkM:= y)Gif source: Wikipedia(https://en. m. wikipedia. 
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org/wiki/Chameleon#)! steemstem(https://steemitimages. 

com/0x0/https://steemitimages. 

com/DQmf18V3PQenbUzYfkZcWSVGgmV5CtZNymi824SYwAQ2GTp/DQmf18V

3PQenbUzYfkZcWSVGgmV5CtZNymi824SYwAQ2GTp. gif) 
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